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Temporary dental bridge pictures

Simrath Sehmi12:08 07 Mar 20 I'm so glad I came to the sparkle dental boutique for all my cosmetic dentistry. My results are amazing and were achieved in less than 9 months. The team and staff here are super professional, friendly and make you feel very comfortable and always answer any questions you may have. I don't think I can ever go to another
dentist now  Sukhvinder Punn18:20 11 Feb 20 I had some major cosmetic bonding on my upper 4 teeth. After consulting with two other dental firms, I was told that filling holes of this size would not be aesthetically pleasing. But after a consultation with Dr Verma, she assured me that it was possible, and even made a quick mock example of what it would
look like to have the binding done. I found this very useful and agreed that they should carry out the treatment. I recommend this practice for cosmetic work and the professionalism. They did an amazing job and I can't stop smiling. I'm so happy with the goal! Excellent job. Laurian Tudose21:09 22 Dec 19 This dental practice is by far the best I have been in
the UK. Completely in line with U.S. or Canadian dental standards. For many years I have been looking for a practice that offers the same level of service I was used to in North America. And I found it. Thank you Dr. Verma for good care and high quality services. ska a19:57 21 Dec 19 I gave 5 stars because the results exceeded my expectations. During the
compound binding procedure, I hoped Dr.Verma would know what I wanted my teeth to look like. I foresaw the moment I look in the mirror to see the results- would they look like how I imagined or turn out completely the wrong shape? The mirror was handed over to me and my first word was wow. My teeth were just the way I imagined they would look in
shape and perfectly matched my tooth color and length. I would definitely come back for further treatment. Elizabeth Parker22:04 20 Dec 19 Such a lovely dental practice - all are just fabulous, very kind and generally brilliant. Special call outs to Sunita who is a wonderful dentist and incredibly kind and Colin who is by far the best dental hygienist I've ever had
an appointment with Both is super thorough but also very conscientious as my teeth can be a little sensitive. Would very well recommend. Elizabeth Parker15:08 14 Dec 19 Such a lovely dental practice - all are just fabulous, very kind and generally brilliant. Special conversation out to Colin who is by far the best dental hygienist I've ever had an appointment
with - super thorough but also very conscientious as my teeth can be a little sensitive. Would very well recommend. Elizabeth Parker15:08 14 Dec 19 Such a lovely dental practice - all are just fabulous, very kind and generally brilliant. Special call out Colin who is by far the best dental hygienist I've ever had a deal with - super super but also very
conscientious as my teeth can be a little sensitive. Would very well recommend. Elizabeth Parker14:12 14 Dec 19 Such a lovely dental practice - all are just fabulous, very kind and generally brilliant. Special conversation out to Colin who is by far the best dental hygienist I've ever had an appointment with - super thorough but also very conscientious as my
teeth can be a little sensitive. Would very well recommend. Summer R13:44 24 Nov 19 I do not live particularly close to this branch, but I have now made the journey for two different cosmetic dentistry years apart because the service is so good. Most recently, teeth whitening and dental bonding had been done and from start to finish the process was quick,
easy and well explained. Would recommend to all my friends and family and I will definitely come back in the future if I need it! Shivani P22:11 20 Nov 19 I would strongly recommend Sparkle Dental Boutique to everyone. I have just finished my Invisalign treatment and could not be happier with the end result, Sunita has done a fantastic job. The team there is
so friendly and there is a homely atmosphere every time you visit. Colin, the hygienist, is the best I've ever been to, and now I wouldn't go to see any other Gemma Fountaine19: 41 12 Nov 19 I was so anxious to have my very crooked teeth straightened, but less than a year later my firm braces are off and I have perfectly straight teeth. I can't believe the
difference it makes, I'm so happy with the results and my only regret is that I didn't do it before! I'm so glad I chose the sparkle dental boutique that I felt genuinely taken care of and looked after from my very first (very nervous) appointment. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Carol Miles10:51 05 Nov 19 I have been to Sparkle for many years and have
always been treated respectfully, carefully (and with good humour) by the beautiful team at Sparkle. This year I finally picked up the courage to have some implants. I was incredibly nervous, but it all went very well thanks to Nick - in fact the procedure wasn't at all painful. Having the new teeth has had the unexpected advantage of making me feel younger! It
is never too late for improvements; my teeth look more healthy, they're right for the first time ever, and it's so amazing to be able to eat nuts and carrots again with ease! Thanks Sparkle. Dr. Honey Trap - Honey Astrology17:54 02 November 19 5 *. The staff were very friendly and helpful. I came here for gum contouring and a tooth cleanser. I didn't like
having to pay £50 consultation, but it was worth it. Usually dentists are so quick to get rid of you, but they treated me on a personal level and had time, and this is why I followed through after my consultation because I didn't have to. Tooth cleaning was extremely through and the best I've had. As you can see from the photo, got mine me to look like I had
baby teeth. Very happy happy Contours. Painless. And the outcome is life-changing. Thanks. Dr. Honey Trap - Honey Astrology00:25 02 November 19 5 *. The staff were very friendly and helpful. I came here for gum contouring and a tooth cleanser. I didn't like having to pay £50 consultation, but it was worth it. Usually dentists are so quick to get rid of you,
but they treated me on a personal level and had time, and this is why I followed through after my consultation because I didn't have to. Tooth cleaning was extremely through and the best I've had. As you can see from the photo, my gums made me look like I had baby teeth. Very pleased with the contours. Painless. And the outcome is life-changing. Thanks.
Siobhán Stapleton11:14 23 Oct 19 Truly amazing treatment. Thank. I had the opportunity to discuss what my concerns were with my teeth and what I wanted to achieve. At no point did I feel uncomfortable or pressured to get anything done. More than exceeded my expectations. Marie O'Gara10:13 18 October 18 19 After an accident that resulted in the loss
of a front tooth I received amazing treatment from Sunita and the team at Sparkle. They have not only restored my smile, but made it straighter, whiter and brighter than before. Since you completed the treatment friends have commented on how nice my smile is. It is also very natural, which was important to me! Thanks! Danny Breviario08:52 25 September
19 Due to moving a lot, I have been to many dental surgery and I must say that Sparkle Dental Boutique is truly unique to the others, from the offer of Sparkling or still water on arrival to mild care during treatment. I can't recommend this dental clinic enough and Sunita who performed my quick wisdom teeth recovery! Thank you Heather Appleby11:48 07 Sep
19 The whole team on the spark has been incredibly friendly and professional during my treatment. I'm so happy with my smile now, I have so much more confidence and it was done so much faster than I expected. Sunita is an exceptional orthodontist and I recommend anyone thinking of straightening their teeth to check out Sparkle! They've changed my
life! Carol13:17 05 Sep 19 This is a first-class dental practice. Well run, efficient and extremely organized. All members of the team are very competent and thorough, yet gentle in what they do. Sunita, the master dentist is a consummate professional, she takes the time to explain what she is doing and why. She never pushes for unnecessary treatments, but
is happy to advise on what is involved. I have had various treatments done over the years and have nothing but praise for them. I have come to Sparkle Dental Boutique for the past 13 years and will continue to do so. I would strongly recommend them to anyone interested in the teeth and smile. Carol13:17 05 Sep 19 This is a first-class dental practice. Well
run, efficient and Organized. All members of the team are very competent and thorough, yet gentle in what they do. Sunita, the master dentist is a consummate professional, she takes the time to explain what she is doing and why. She never pushes for unnecessary treatments, but is happy to advise on what is involved. I have had various treatments done
over the years and have nothing but praise for them. I have come to Sparkle Dental Boutique for the past 13 years and will continue to do so. I would strongly recommend them to anyone interested in the teeth and smile. Vin Dhillon14:40 30 19 August 19 Since my first visit several years ago to my visit today, everyone at Sparkle has always been respectful,
kind and professional. No matter what treatment I have, I always leave with a big smile on my face. Dr Verma helped me get my smile back, and I will be eternally grateful. Fantastic dentists and teams. Vin Dhillon14:39 30 Aug 19 Since my first visit several years ago to my visit today, everyone at Sparkle has always been respectful, kind and professional. No
matter what treatment I have, I always leave with a big smile on my face. Dr Verma helped me get my smile back, and I will be eternally grateful. Fantastic dentists and teams. Amber Marsh11:05 30 August I've never been a fan of the dentist - But the people at Sparkle make you feel so relaxed! Colin the hygienist is so friendly and thorough that my teeth
have never felt so good or been in such good condition. And I've been at Sunita since I was a little girl - I wouldn't trust anyone else with my teeth. I can't recommend them high enough. Patti Yip09:58 26 Jul 19 You are always very well cared for here by every member of staff. Unfortunately, I had to have an extraction recently due to a troublesome wisdom
tooth, but I received a large level of care before, during and after the procedure. I strongly recommend them. Patti Yip09:58 26 Jul 19 You are always very well cared for here by every member of staff. Unfortunately, I had to have an extraction recently due to a troublesome wisdom tooth, but I received a large level of care before, during and after the
procedure. I strongly recommend them. Sacha Hamed21:17 22 Jul 19 Always good service. This is the other great work I've done with the spark. They are all so friendly and put you at ease even if you are nervous. They are not pushy and do not try to oversell - just give you the facts to make the decision. Having to have more important work that I would
have avoided if it wasn't for them. Nick was very calming and explained exactly what was going to happen. Felicity Sandford14:43 09 19 July 19 I recently discovered The Sparkle Dental Boutique on Boston Manor Road, Hanwell, Ealing - and what a revelation it is! A beautiful and relaxing waiting room, lovely, friendly and professional staff. The treatment
rooms make like you're in a spa! I've had a general check up, plus hygienist session with Colin - which is amazing and gave me some good tips on being better with my dental hygiene. I also had bleaching treatment that I am very happy with and feel far more confident smiling at close-ups now. Highly recommended! John Wilks11:37 28 June 19 Just finished
with another excellent piece of treatment from the team at Sparkle. From the moment I was welcomed in I was well looked after and the work on my teeth was thoroughly professional and carried out with care and care. Highly recommended. Helen Anker11:25 08 19 June 19 Had a fantastic teeth clean yesterday by Mr Dunlop. I actually rather liked the
session.. and my teeth are beautifully clean, I got good advice on whitening my teeth and info about getting a dental guard as it seems that I can grind my teeth.. all good advice, and lovely guy! Thanks!!! Lucy Do10:07 04 Jan 19 An outstanding experience from start to finish and I would not hesitate to recommend Sparkle Dental Boutique to others. Passion,
professionalism and kindness come from the whole team and I am very pleased with the end result of my treatment! Sylvain Bunel22:05 22 Dec 18 I am very happy to recommend Dr Sunita Verma and her team at Sparkle Dental, which is both very friendly and professional. Although the orthopedic treatment was terrifying, my experience of Sparkle Dental
was very pleasant and I am very pleased with the result. Highly recommended! Emma Louise Beattie11:15 22 December 18 A big thank you to the amazing team at Sparkle Dental Boutique! I couldn't be happier with my teeth! After 6 months of c-fast braces and some cosmetic bonding work, I've gone from hating my crooked teeth and being very shy about
my smile, to absolutely loving them. Sunita and her entire team are professional, talented and good at what they do. They really went beyond getting my treatment done (to a fantastic standard) in time for my overseas move. I can't recommend them enough - Sparkle is hands down the best dental practice I've ever been to. Rupee Kalsi10:39 28 Nov 18 I
have come to this dentist mostly for Hygiene service for 7 years, love them! Great service every time! Would definitely recommend Sparkle Dental Boutique :) Seamus Moore16:09 04 Nov 18 I first went to this exercise 15years ago and I have always found the whole team to be very professional, effective and friendly. I am very pleased with the results of all
the work done by Dr Sunita. Friends and family are still commenting on the great shape of my teeth. An excellent practice that I would recommend to everyone. Thanks to all the team at Sparkle. Mikhael Newman07:53 18 Jan 18 The fact that I have been a loyal customer for 7 years and counting pretty much says it all. Sunita and her team are a professional
group who knows their business activities Well. Special mention of the new hygienist Colin whose warmth and abilities make sitting in the chair a combination of relief and humour. You seem to be going from strength to strength. Maryann Ezeogu17:26 27 Nov 17 AMAZING dentistry at Sparkle. Just had cosmetic bonding done to fill in holes in my teeth and
Dr Sunita AKA the god of teeth certainly transformed my smile like crazy. Fantastic, friendly, welcoming and exceptional service here. Incredible! Incredible!
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